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Potential Smart Grid Benefits

• Reduced labor costs

• Enhanced reliability, quicker outage response

• Peak-load management (reduced energy, capacity and T&D costs)

• Reduced energy consumption
– But benefits from conventional energy efficiency programs may be 

greater and achieved at lower cost 

• Ability to interconnect, balance and 
deliver high % renewable resources 
– Including distributed energy resources

• Reduced greenhouse gas emissions

• Ability to control (“dispatch”) large new loads
– e.g.,  plug-in electric vehicles and heat pumps
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Role of States

• State legislatures can direct or encourage smart grid investments.

• State regulatory utility commissions decide how utility investments 
are recouped in rates, approve ratepayer-funded energy programs, and 
can establish rules and guidance for smart grid plans.
– Authority over distribution, retail sales/tariffs, power supply, resource choices

– Utilities account for ~40% carbon emissions but may be tapped for most reductions

• State energy offices recommend policies and administer incentives.

• State environmental agencies establish regulations (e.g., air, water, 
land use) that affect energy resource choices.

• State energy and environmental policies are central to the 
transition to a prosperous, low-carbon future.
– The challenge: De-carbonize generation while electrifying transportation

– The means: Power sector policies aimed at meeting environmental goals, balanced 
with price and reliability concerns*
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*See “Clean First: Aligning Power Sector Regulation With Environmental and Climate Goals,” http://www.raponline.org/docs/
RAP_CleanFirst_AligningPowerSector_2010_09.pdf. A paper due year-end will focus on issues within state control.

http://www.raponline.org/docs/RAP_CleanFirst_AligningPowerSector_2010_09.pdf
http://www.raponline.org/docs/RAP_CleanFirst_AligningPowerSector_2010_09.pdf
http://www.raponline.org/docs/RAP_CleanFirst_AligningPowerSector_2010_09.pdf


Example State Policies
on Smart Grid*

• Minimum functional requirements for 
advanced metering infrastructure 
(AMI) – TX, CA, PA

• Directing deployment and cost recovery
– TX – Legislature required PUC to establish a 

cost-recovery mechanism for AMI and required 
utilities to deploy it as rapidly as possible

• Guidelines for analysis of benefits/costs – TX, CA
• Balancing remote connect/disconnect benefits of AMI with 

consumer protection requirements
– OR – Updated rules for notifying customers of pending disconnection

• Legislatively mandated smart grid plans – CA, IL, MA, PA
– IL – Established Smart Grid Collaborative to develop strategic plan and 

recommend policies (link to Collaborative report at end of these slides)
– OH – Legislation allows utilities to propose a  Distribution Infrastructure 

Modernization Plan with single issue rate-making and incentives

4*Not a comprehensive list of all policies or all states with similar policies



Smart Grid Finance:
Issues in Utility Regulation

• Benefits and costs – Is the investment prudent? 
• Should ratepayers pay for early-retired meters and other equipment?
• How to recover costs? 

– Rolled into rates or surcharges? 
– Shared savings or performance conditions?
– Enhanced ROE? 

• Who should pay? 
• Should utilities be at risk for bad technology, bad management or bad outcomes? 
• Example cost recovery decisions

– OR - Short-term rate “rider” for accelerated write-off of equipment being replaced plus
initial recovery of new advanced technologies, offset by estimated benefits during 
deployment; bulk of cost recovery addressed later in full rate case

– ID - Accelerated depreciation; capital costs in rates as new meters go into service
– MD - PUC denied BG&E’s request for automatic recovery from ratepayers via a “tracker”; 

instead, no cost recovery until systems are installed and benefits are demonstrated
– TX - Monthly fixed charge per meter for systems that meet functional requirements
– VT - Preapproval of utility plans – full return of, and on, advanced tech; full recovery of 

retired assets over time with accelerated depreciation; assets deemed “used and useful”
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Other Hot Smart Grid
Issues for States

• Considering NIST interoperability* 
standards
– First five standards at FERC for consideration

– NARUC is engaging state utility regulators 

• Ensuring consumers have access to 
their energy usage data and protecting 
their privacy
– Also data access for certified 3rd parties designated by utilities and consumers

• Providing dynamic pricing options for consumers

• How smart grid can be used to help meet state goals for 
energy efficiency, peak demand reduction, renewable 
resources and carbon
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*Interoperability - The ability of two or more networks, systems, devices, applications, or components 
to communicate and operate together effectively and securely without significant user intervention



Smart Grids Need
Smart Policies

Most of smart grid’s potential benefits won’t happen automatically
• Rate designs: time-sensitive and dynamic pricing

– Important for peak demand reduction and right-time 
electric vehicle charging

• Consumer engagement
– Enable, motivate, educate 

• Energy efficiency policies and programs
– Requirements for planning/acquisition and funding

• Renewable and distributed resource policies
– RPS, net metering, incentives, interconnection, 

siting, etc. 

• Utility incentives and disincentives
– Does state policy implicitly promote sales? Many states have adopted 

alternative regulation and shareholder incentives.
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Examples: Smart Policies to 
Match Smart Grid Capabilities

Smart Capabilities Smart Policies

Allow interconnected 
distributed generators to 
run during utility outages

Support investments in clean distributed resources, 
simplify interconnection requirements and 
procedures, net metering, enable excess power sales

Dynamically integrate wind 
and solar resources

Improve planning and siting for renewable resources 
and transmission, support investments, improve 
interconnection procedures

Continuous building 
diagnostics

Invest in efficiency programs for buildings and major 
energy-consuming equipment

Optimize voltage and 
reactive power

Remove barriers to utility investments that improve 
distribution system efficiency

Increase demand response Supportive rates or incentives, consumer access to 
energy usage data, support for automated controls
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For More Information

• David Moskovitz and Lisa Schwartz, “Smart Grid or Smart Policies: Which Comes First?” July 2009, 

http://raponline.org/docs/RAP_IssuesletterSmartGridPolicy_2009_07.pdf

• Lisa Schwartz, “Smart Policies Before Smart Grids: How State Regulators Can Steer

Investments Toward Customer-Side Solutions,” 2010 ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in 

Buildings, http://raponline.org/docs/RAP_Schwartz_SmartGrid_ACEEE_paper_2010_08_23.pdf

• Lisa Schwartz and William Steinhurst, “Is It Smart if It’s Not Clean? Questions Regulators Can Ask 

About Smart Grid and Energy Efficiency. Pt 1: Strategies for Utility Distribution Systems,” May 2010, 

http://www.raponline.org/docs/RAP_Schwartz_SmartGridDistributionEfficiency_2010_05_06.pdf

• Lisa Schwartz, “Tour of Smart Grid Projects and State Policies,” Sept. 9, 2009, 

http://raponline.org/docs/RAP_Schwartz_SmartGridProjectsandPoliciesORwks_2009_09_09.pdf

• Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, The Smart Grid: An Estimation of the Energy and CO2

Benefits, prepared for the US Department of Energy, January 2010, at 
http://energyenvironment.pnl.gov/news/pdf/PNNL-19112_Revision_1_Final.pdf

• Illinois Statewide Smart Grid Collaborative Report, Sept. 30, 2010, 
http://www.ilgridplan.org/Shared%20Documents/ISSGC%20Collaborative%20Report.pdf
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